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Gotham celebrates 20 years as one of Vancouver’s favorite restaurants 
This iconic restaurant celebrates its Anniversary on March 25th 
 
In 1999, a la carte dining in an American style steakhouse was unheard of in Vancouver. 
But when Gotham opened on March 25th of that year, the city was quick to embrace the 
quality, service and atmosphere at what has become one of the city’s most loved 
restaurants. 
 
Nestled into a notable art deco heritage building, Gotham is as unique and opulent today 
as in 1999. Soaring ceilings, rich leathers and velvet, dark mahogany wood, and attention 
to detail throughout create an atmosphere of decadent comfort.  
 
On word of mouth alone, Gotham quickly became the go-to spot for celebrities, 
musicians and NHL superstars. Its intimate private dining rooms, discreet corner booths, 
and a vibrant cocktail bar continue to attract the visiting stars and professional athletes 
who have grown to love Gotham as much as its legion of devoted local guests. 
 
Gotham’s classically inspired steakhouse menu has always focused on great cuts of only 
the finest Prime Grade beef, simply prepared and presented. Two decades have seen 
tastes evolve and diversify, and carefully curated choices have been added alongside 
Gotham’s legendary fresh seafood, decadent sides, and house made desserts.  
 
The award-winning wine cellar is deep with world-class labels and hard to find treats, 
while the craft cocktail program and impressive back bar honors the elite in the world of 
spirits. 
 
All of these elements, the pillars of an exceptional restaurant, have worked in harmony 
since 1999, earning repeated recognition from Vancouver Magazine, Wine Spectator, 
Conde Nast, and Western Living, just to name a few. 
 
Whether enjoying the live music and energy of the lounge, the hum of the busy dining 
room, or the lure of the patio in summertime, Gotham guests feel truly pampered. 
  
Few restaurants have had the pleasure of serving Vancouver diners for 20 years. Gotham 
is honored to celebrate this significant milestone and looks forward to many more in the 
years to come. 
 
Find more information at https://gothamsteakhouse.com 
 
   
  


